Janney Agenda
We start the morning with breakfast which consisted of a pancake bar with all variety of toppings. We had pizza, crudités basket (broccoli, cauliflower, carrots and celery) and apple slices for lunch.

Our activities and presentations consisted of:
- DIY pictures frames – each child is photographed with their parent/guardian prior to eating breakfast
- What we do here at Janney
- Internet Safety along with an explanation of how Janney keeps our databases secure
- Tour of our Trading Floor
- How to build a resume using the Bio of SpongeBob SquarePants
- The cost of everyday items, college tuition, cars, etc. via The Price is Right game
- Janney’s Green Initiative

We like to include some sort of fitness activity to help the kids burn off some energy towards the end of the day.

We concluded the day with a dance session followed by a movie (Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day) and refreshments (water-ice and Philly soft-pretzels).